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Customizable part turn electric 

motor operated valve actuator 

Customizable part turn electric motor operated valve 

actuator is specially designed for quarter turn 

operating applications such as ball, butterfly, plug 

valves and similar usages.Because our customizable 

part turn electric motor operated valve actuator are 

sold all over the world, we are famous for quality, 

stable operation and safe operation. AOX is an electric 

actuator manufacturer from China. Our products, as always, continue this trend and will never 

change. 
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Customizable part turn electric motor operated valve actuator 

Introduction 

 

Customizable part turn electric motor operated valve actuator is specially designed for quarter 

turn operating applications such as ball, butterfly, plug valves and similar usages.AOX's innovative 

product design concepts and products in practical applications have received much attention and 

recognition. AOX has its own factory. Customizable part turn electric motor operated valve 

actuator are reliable, safe and convenient, with the advantages of compatibility and practicability. 
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Customizable part turn electric motor operated valve actuator 

Parameter (Specification) 
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Customizable part turn electric motor operated valve actuator 

Feature And Application 

 

Torque range：50~6000N.m 

Switching time：22~185 S 

Weight：7.5 KGS~83 KGS 

Protection：IP67, (IP68 optional) ExdⅡ CT5 

Manual Override：Yes 

Output signal(On-off type): Fully open & fully close passive contact(2A 250VAC). 

Input/output signal (modulating type9:4-20mA(std configuration);0-10V &2-10V is optional. 
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Customizable part turn electric motor operated valve actuator 

Details 

 

1.   Various output torque from 50Nm to 6000Nm. 

2.   Removable drive bushing for AOX-Q series smart motorized quarter turn actuator 
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- Easy mounting base standard to ISO5211. 

- Bushings can be processed according to different requirements, four hanging ears made a close 

fit with shaft and sleeve. 

 

 3.   Indicator of smart motorized quarter turn actuator sustained by spring 

- Direction of visual indicator is set by factory. 

- In case of changing its direction,just grip the indicator plate and change the position. 

- Spring beneath indicator plate sustins the set position unchanged. 

- No need to loose screw and tight it again at all. 
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